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Abstract 

Recommendation system is a new technology to recommend products for customers from 

huge amounts of products, which infers those objective users’ preferences based on their 

personal information or online behavior. This paper studied the main personalized 

recommendation technology for current E-commerce. It proposed a hybrid 

recommendation algorithm based on opinion mining. This system combines web data 

mining technology, that is, takes advantage of user-generated-content by mining 

customers’ online reviews. It is well known that online reviews can directly reflect  

customer’s real emotion and expectation,  so  it’s appropriate  to  extract a customer’s 

latent interest  and  preference from  his/her  reviews,  thus  refine  recommendation  and  

improve  accuracy. Meanwhile, an experiment was conducted and the result demonstrated 

that our system could generate a reliable and realistic recommendation. 

 

Keywords: Recommendation  System,  Personal  Recommendation,  E-commerce,  Text  

Mining 

 

1. Introduction 

In e-commerce environment, in the face of tremendous commodities and information 

provided by Internet merchants [1-6], people have plenty of choices, however, not 

possible to check and select commodities as in real environment, falling into the dilemma 

of difficult selection and waste of time and energy. Either traditional search engine like 

Baidu, Google or commodity search engine like Etao [6-10], it retrieves enormous 

information according to user input key words. Even so, the searched commodity 

information is universal and it’s selected by user with lots of time and energy. Statistics 

show that before there is no recommendation system helping make decision, user needs 

check on average 11.7 articles before finding satisfactory merchandise. After introduction 

of recommendation mechanism, user needs check on average only 6.6 items, almost 

reducing workload by 50%. US ChoiseStream company found that after survey, 45% 

consumers prefer choosing websites which support recommendation function [11-19]. For 

high-end consumers, the percentage reaches up to 69%. If Internet merchants want to 

increase client loyalty and possession rate, it requires considering how to let user reduce 

online shopping time and purchase commodity to its heart desire [20-25].  

Individualized recommendation system plays following functions in electronic 

business: (1) Attempt to convert commodity browser into purchaser;  

(2) Increase cross selling to boost sales amount;  

(3) Increase user adhesiveness to enhance user satisfaction and loyalty. On the e-

commerce platform, it’s not hard to find that websites which can provide personalized 

recommendation system can yield more throughput than common e-business websites. 
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The paper takes opinion mining technology, from the perspective of users’ online review, 

to extract commodity features which are interesting to users as to predict their preference 

for some article [26-30]; then recommend to them items which are in exact accordance 

with their interest by providing intelligent shopping guide. To be specific, offer to them 

items which can meet their fuzzy requirements, try to understand user better, help raise 

website flow, and increase user’s adhesiveness, as it has very strong and practical value 

[30-32].  

The individualized recommendation based on online review opinion mining aims to 

recommend merchandise which accords the most to users’ preference with the use of real 

user review data at Internet e-commerce website to find their interest or preference 

through analysis of their review information [33].  

The Internet has dramatically changed the way people express their opinions. Many 

commercial sites such as Amazon, Taobao and so on, allow users to provide product 

evaluation. In addition, in the BBS, blog, micro-blog and other Internet applications can 

also see the user to express their views. These comments and opinions are often referred 

to as user generated content or user generated media. These texts can reveal a variety of 

valuable information, but because the text is unstructured data, makes it as easy to handle 

as structured data.  

Opinion mining is a cross type technology of data mining, text mining, Natural 

Language Processing, and artificial intelligence. It also has strong practicability in the 

process of text data. 

Opinion mining is based on the understanding of the subjectivity of the text in the web, 

and it is more active in the research of foreign countries. The main opinion classification, 

mining, feature based on the viewpoint of comparative sentences and correlation mining, 

view search and view the sub field of fraud 

Opinion classification: the task of mining as a typical classification of the problem, 

that is, in accordance with the positive evaluation, negative evaluation, neutral evaluation 

and other emotional colors will be divided into different types of text 

For example, a database of the evaluation of a product data, the user evaluation of the 

system to determine the views of the user is positive or negative. This classification is the 

evaluation of the overall level of the document, and cannot take into account the 

preferences of the specific content of the user. 

Based on the characteristics of the point of view: the task began to be specific to the 

level of the statement to further find the details, that is, to determine the user like or not 

like the characteristics of the object or other key content. Object is the product, service, 

subject, individual and organization of a broad sense. 

For example, given a section of the review, the need to identify specific features of the 

product is reviewed, as well as these comments are positive or negative. In the sentence 

"this camera's battery capacity is very big", the evaluation is aimed at "the battery 

capacity", contains the emotion is positive. 

Comparative sentence and comparative study: comparison is a common way of 

assessment. In this assessment, an object directly and one or more of the alternatives are 

compared to the established criteria. 

For example, the A camera's battery capacity is smaller than the B camera, need to find 

these comparative sentences and analyze the relationship between the expression of the 

sentence. 

Point of view search and point of view fraud: a view of the search system allows users 

to search for any object on the point of view. 

A fraudulent view is that some people who have made the point of view that they are 

not realistic or malicious to promote their own products or services, or to harm the 

reputation of their competitors. As the true identity of the network users are unknown, 

making fraud detection challenging. 
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Since the beginning of 2004, Liu Bing and other scholars in their series of studies, the 

identification of product features is as an important work of opinion mining, and in the 

mining of the characteristics of the basis of emotional analysis 

This thought quickly attracted the attention of many scholars. How to improve the 

accuracy of product feature extraction, how to learn the features, how to accurately obtain 

the opinion words, has become a hot research direction in the field of opinion mining. 

Opinion mining is the mining of the paragraph of the subjective sentence, so in the 

process of mining, to screen out the objectivity of the text does not contain emotion. User 

comments are divided into four elements: Topic, Holder, Claim, emotion, on the basis of 

this, the main steps of opinion mining are: 

Identification of an opinion topic: identifying key topic terms and extracting ontology 

concepts in the field; 

The identification of the Holder: the author and the other subjects involved in the 

comments; 

Claim of choice: planning the general scope of the statement, the range or extent, and 

screen to get rid of the emotional and unrelated to the objective statements; 

Sentiment analysis: determining the emotional tendency of the holders of the 

comments contained in the statement of opinion statement. 

 

2. Objective of Individualized Recommendation 

The objective of individualized recommendation is to boost sales on the basis of 

recommending items which can satisfy users’ preference through collecting and analyze 

individual consumers’ online behavior and purchasing record data, and withdraw their 

potential preferences. So far the common individual recommendation algorithm includes 

recommendation based on content and collaborative filtering recommendation. Content-

based recommendation does to users items which match well with their preferences after 

acquiring their interests through recording their online browsing (like web pages they 

often click and what time they click) and purchasing logs. Collaborative filtering 

algorithm, as its name implies, firstly analyzes user interests, then utilizes collaborative 

thinking to recognize users who have similar preference with target user or item similar to 

recommended one, next combines those similarity information to screen out items which 

are possibly interesting to users to finally complete prediction. GroupLens research team 

developed collaborative filtering system based on user rating. By advantage of its 

tremendous database information, the system is used to recommend movie and news, e.g. 

Douban, which recommends movie and music.  

Individual recommendation technology [34-35] is the kind of technique to make 

recommendations to relative users after analysis of contents and relationship based on 

extracted features of objects. At present, content-based recommendation technology and 

that based on collaborative filtering are facing some problems although they can initially 

meet requirements of recommendation [36-37].  

The content-based recommendation technology is often restricted to the condition of 

acquiring recommended object’s characteristics. To be specific, if a movie is 

recommended, it needs to have information such as film title, film type, director, casts, 

even contents or keywords. Comparatively, collaborative filtering technology doesn’t 

require any descriptive information regarding object’s feature nor is affected by such 

information whether it’s correct or not; instead, it totally depends on user’s scorings of 

objects [38-39]. Even though there’s complete descriptive information regarding the 

object, some studies have demonstrated that the collaborative filtering approach reaches 

better recommendation effects than content-based solution.  

To overcome the limit, the paper proposes an individual recommendation algorithm 

based on user online review, i.e. full use of user’s review on item. Since a majority of 
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users would make more comments on contents to their attentions or show stronger 

affections when they’re reviewing items, we think product feature which is marked too 

much of comments on item in one category is the feature that current user concerns 

potentially. The idea of the algorithm: from reviews obtain feature of item of the kind 

interesting to user to search horizontally other users who have higher interest similarity 

with it; then compare vertically the item of the kind which gains the highest score among 

those product features as to recommend it to user.  

 

3. Individualized Recommendation Model based on Online Review 

Mining 

The major task of this paper is to offer personalized recommendation to user with 

relative recommendation system technology through analyzing user interest and the 

similarity between users after comparing product’s similarity and good/bad points by 

decomposing user review data into granularity of product feature, with the use of such 

data about one product at one e-commerce website. The main thinking is: create one 

review analysis and user recommendation model based on product feature and analyze 

key features of each kind of product. The prerequisite of assumption of the method is: 

when user wants to buy one item and refers to other user comment, he cares more about 

article features which are more interesting to him. Likewise, when a user comments an 

item, he would make more and specific comments on features which he concerns much. 

Therefore, we assume of all comments made by a user for the same category, the product 

feature he comments the most is his concerned feature. In the meantime when a user’s 

rating of concerned item is generally lower, he would make higher request. Different from 

other relative works on traditional recommendation system, this paper discusses mainly 

text data about product comment through relative model, rather than merely relying on 

user’s overall rating data on product. A big contribution to do in that way is user’s 

reviews or opinions can be specifically studied on the level of product feature and that 

system’s analysis of product and user becomes more accurate and user interest can be 

meticulously defined.  

After data pre-treatment, the system acquires structural user data, product feature data, 

product rating data, then statistically generates user vector, commodity collection and 

goods total score. In the next, we introduce the working flow of proposed individual 

recommendation model:  

(1)Feature extraction: withdraw features of all commodities and obtain each user’s 

overall rating of goods and average level of feature rating;  

(2)User similarity calculation: with user review vector, calculate user’s weight of 

product feature; then get users with higher similarity through user data analysis;  

(3)Commodity similarity calculation: calculate commodity with higher similarity 

based on its feature data. 

(4)Generate recommendation: from recommendation result by user with higher 

similarity, get that of commodity which is highly expected by target user; validate with 

commodity rating data.  

 

3.1. Feature Extraction 

During feature extraction, when we only have few commodity features, we can use 

Bootstrapping method to learn the text. Bootstrapping is a semi-supervised learning 

technique, with the main thinking: use a few man defined commodity feature words as 

feature’s seed set, then according to learned pattern, withdraw relative glossaries from 

unlabeled text; labeled words are used as seed set which can join the next cycling process. 

Through specified iteration times, or till no new seed produces, the cycle ends and output 
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extracted words and patterns. The merit is lower requirement for training set. With only a 

little sample information, it’s possible to learn automatically patterns relevant with 

annotated information.  

 

3.2. Calculation of Commodity Similarity  

Commodity features derive not only from user review data and also from product’s 

ontology structure, which in turn reflects details of one item. To get it simple, after 

extracting product features, we make only use of item features fetched from user reviews, 

which can help easily generate Item-Feature model. For item of one category, all its 

features are expressed with F vector. 
1 2{ , ,..., }pF f f f . 

There are many methods for calculating item similarity, of which cosine similarity is 

adopted to compute Item-Feature matrix, i.e. use commodity’ characteristic item to 

represent commodity. Matrix value can be score of one item acquiring from one of its 

feature item or weight of one feature item.  

 

3.3. Calculation of User Similarity  

The core of collaborative filtering method is calculation of similarity. Since the paper 

proposed is personalized recommendation based on opinion mining, which bases on 

product feature, so when similarity between users is calculated, we introduced User-

Feature model, hereafter named UF model.  

UF model records each user’s rating information about items. User-feature matrix 

represents the matrix of comments by user i for feature k, marked as 

{ |1 ,1 }m p ikUF UF UF i m k p       . The value of 
ikUF  is decided by 

experimental requirement. If 
ikUF  records rating result by user for one feature k, UF 

matrix reflects user’s visual evaluation of one item’s specific feature; if 
ikUF records 

weight of user i for feature k, UF matrix reflects the degree of its preference for the 

feature.  

We explain by citing UF as weighting matrix of user for one feature to calculate user 

similarity with Pearson correlation coefficient in the formula:  
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If we use given item feature to analyze, i.e. all users’ item features of the same 

dimension, then user similarity can be computed by cosine similarity method in the 

formula:  
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3.4. Generate Recommendation 

Use-item matrix is the commonest matrix used to stand for user i’s rating of item j, put 

as { |1 ,1 }m n ijR R R i m j n       .User collection is
1 2{ , ,..., }m mU u u u ; item 

collection is
1 2{ , ,..., }N NI i i i . Generally speaking, R matrix records rating numbers of a 

user for one item j.   
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With user similarity formula and R matrix, we can predict target user’s possible 

scoring value for item it has not bought, with the equation:  
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4. Experiment Design and Discussion 

 

4.1 Experimental Environment 

Most experiments here are completed in Eclipse compilation environment with Java 

language. Since the experiments use both Chinese and English reviewing data, the author 

pre-processes Chinese data by applying Chinese morphological analysis system 

ICTCLAS during word segmentation and tagging, which is open source software 

furnished by CAS Institute of Computer Technology, with Hierarchical Hidden Markov 

Model HHMM as core of word segmentation technology, including Chinese segmentation 

module, part of speed tagging module, named entity recognition module and new word 

recognition module. The system has wide applicability and supports user custom 

dictionary and several coding schemes including traditional Chinese, GBK, UTF-8,UTF-

7,Unicode. The newest version of ICTCLAS realizes the segmenting speed theoretically 

up to approximately 500KB/s by single machine and the precision reaches up to 98.45%. 

Moreover, it supports all around the application and development in all kinds of 

environments. It is shown in table1. 

Table 1. ICTCLAS Word Segmentation Results Sample 

Word segmentation The screen is awesome, very clear, can download 

the software very much, the reaction is very good, 

the camera function. 

Personal feeling is good. The sound is clear, put 

the volume or not so awesome. Battery usage too 

Quick, boot slow, easy to report the wrong exit 

when playing the game. Small keyboard usage is 

very small, even if the use of keys 

Disk button is too small, the error rate of personal 

feeling to make 99.5%. Mobile phone built-in 

ROM is too small 

Result of word segmentation The screen /n is awesome /d /n, /wd /d /a /wd very 

clear, /v can download the /v software /ude1 /n 
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Pretty much /a /ude1 /vi, /wd reaction /d also /d 

pretty good /a /ude1 /d, /wd camera /vn 

Function /q /n /n people feel /n is also a good 

/vshi /a /ude1 /d. /wj sound /n clear 

/a, /wd /f /v /n or /c /d is not the volume of /vshi /d 

/n is awesome. /wj battery /n enable 

With /v degree /qv too /d fast /a, /wd boot /vi slow 

/a, /wd play /v games /ng /n easy /a 

/n wrong /vd exit /v. /wj small /a keyboard /ude1 

/n use /vn degree /qv very /a small /wd, /d 

/d on the /v to use the /v keyboard /ude1 /n /d 

button /n too small /a /y, /wd /v by /p 

Rate /q /v people /n feel /n make 99.5%/m /v. /wj 

mobile /n /f /v inside ROM/x /d too small 

/a 

 

4.2. Experiment of Personalized Recommendation  

 

4.2.1Personalized Recommendation Review Data. Review data used here is online 

hotel ratings, which are English data captured by TripAdvisor during March 14, 2015 to 

May 15, 2015, totaling 235,793 pieces. Those reviews were made by users after self 

experience in the commodity, including many emotional vocabularies which are 

complimentary or derogatory. Through initial artificial filtering, partial invalid comments 

are removed. The dataset used as experimental testing data is quite reasonable.  

English text data and Chinese text data are treated in different way. We need to do 

following jobs:  

(1) shift capital letters to small ones;  

(2) eliminate punctuation, stop words, uncommon phrases (frequency <5);  

(3) use porter stemmer to extract root.  

Feature extraction algorithm 

Input: Review data set 
1 2 | |{ , ,..., }Dd d d , Characteristic seed word 

1 2{ , ,..., }kT T T ,Dictionary V, 

Selection threshold p, Iteration number I 

Output: According to the characteristics of goods isolated comments  

Setp1: Separate comments from sentences, 
1 2{ , ,..., }MX x x x  

Setp2: In X, each sentence is matched with a set of seeds, and Record matching rate is Count (I)  

Setp3: Mark a feature label for each sentence argmax ( )i ia Count i , if it has the same value, it 

will have more than one label for the sentence. 

Setp4: Calculate the 
2x  value of each word in V 

Setp5: Sort the words in each feature according to the 
2x value, Top-p the words into the 

characteristics of the seeds of the word list 
iT  

Setp6: If the seed characteristic word list is no longer changed, or the number of cycles is I, to step 7, 

otherwise to step 2. 

Setp7: Output sentences with marked feature words. 

During feature extraction, we firstly define artificially a group of seed feature words; 

next use bootstrapping algorithm to add relative features. In the experiment, we choose 

threshold p and p=5, iteration I=10 times. Table2 lists out initially artificial defined 

feature words.  
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Table 2. Manually Defined Seed Feature Words 

Features Seed characteristic word 

Value value, price, quality, worth 

Room room, suite, view, bed 

Location location, traffic, minute, restaurant 

Cleanliness clean, dirty, maintain, smell 

Check in/Front Desk stuff, check, help, reservation 

Service service, food, breakfast, buffet 

Business Service business, center, computer, internet 

 

If to avoid calculating missing value of vector as to get better calculation result, it 

needs each review must contain description of 7 kinds of features mentioned above. In 

that case, only 184 hotels and 780 pieces of reviews can meet that condition. From the 

whole quantity of reviews, the big number of reviews is adequate to manifest the average 

rating level of user group for hotels. Hence the experiment combines all reviews of the 

same one hotel to form holistic review (h-review) as to estimate the average rating value 

of each hotel. After those jobs, it remains about 1900 hotels and 108,891 pieces of review. 

Table lists the general statistical information of the experimental data.  

Table 3. Corpus Statistics 

Number of hotels 1900 

Comment number 108,891 

Average number of sentences per comment 8.45+0.2 

Average number of words per feature 9,58+5.2 

 

After word cutting, hotel’s source data contains following metadata. After 

BootStrapping, we fetch out a few core fields which fit model calculation, each review 

formalized to a Vector. Review, Aspect, Vector respectively contains fields as below. It is 

shown in table3  

Table 3. Data Format 

Data format Include field 

Review Author,  Content,  Date,  Number  of  Reader,  

Number  of  Helpful  Judgment,  

Overall  rating,  Value  aspect  rating,  Rooms  

aspect  rating,  Location  aspect  rating,  

Cleanliness aspect rating, Check in/front desk 

aspect rating, Service aspect rating  

and Business Service aspect rating 

Aspect Author,  Content,  Date,  Ratings  (Overall,  

Value,  Rooms,  Location,  Cleanliness,  

Check in/front desk, Service and Business 

Service) and Aspect Segments (Overall,  

Value,  Rooms,  Location,  Cleanliness,  Check  

in/front  desk,  Service  and  Business  

Service) 

Vector Hotel_ID,  Overall_Rating,  Value_Rating,  

Room_Rating,  Location_Rating,  

Cleanliness_Rating,  
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Check_in/front_desk_Rating,  Service_Rating,  

Business_Service_Rating 

 

Because the Review and Vector vectors are too complex, here only the Aspect vector 

is listed as an example. It is shown in Figure1. 

 
Fig1. Aspect vector instance 

 

 

Each hotel has a unique number ID, in the source data, all true score data are marked 

for 0-5 points, -1 points is empty data, there is no score in the web page. Finally, 263 

features were selected, and 137653 effective users were selected. 

 

4.2.2. Experimental results of individualized recommendation .After extraction of 

product features, annotate semantic contents of review corpora: product feature word, 

opinion word and degree word; obtain frequency of semantic contents and length of 

review text. To put experimental procedure more explicit, we firstly define following 

nouns then describe the process of the algorithm [40].  

(1)User set: 
1 2{ , ,..., }m mU u u u  

(2)To be recommended (hotel): 
1 2{ , ,..., }N NI i i i  

(3)Product feature set: 
1 2{ , ,..., }nF f f f  

(4)m users on the n merchandise (hotel) score: { }m n ijR R   

Personalized recommendation algorithm 

Input: Review data:
1 2 | |{ , ,..., }Dd d d , Nearest neighbor number k, Recommended number p; 

Output: p hotel is recommended by the target user u; 

Setp1: Get the user set, the product set, the overall score. 

Setp2: Extract the characteristics of the goods, to obtain the overall evaluation of each user to the 

evaluation and the evaluation of the overall evaluation of the number of signs; 

Setp3: Generate User-feature matrix, using TF-IDF algorithm to calculate the preference matrix C; 

Setp4: Based on matrix C, using Pearson correlation coefficient to calculate the similarity of users, to 

select the Top-k nearest neighbors of the target user; 

Setp5: Generate the User-Item matrix, and generate the total score matrix R; 

Setp6: Predict the target user of the product has not yet commented on the score, ranking top-p product 

will be recommended to the target user. 

 

The experiment is made to examine the accuracy of predictive rating value of 

commodity waiting for recommendation. Since experimental data differs from common 

numeric type data used by traditional recommendation system, so the selection of 

evaluation indicators is largely limited. Here we use mean absolute error MAE to evaluate. 

MAE in essence measures the error between the predicted rating by the proposed model 
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and user real rating, so it’s quite suitable to confirm the effectiveness of the proposed 

algorithm. In the experiment, we note that the choice of similar user number k has effect 

on result of MAE. Here, we define k=5, 7, 10 separately to validate the result. Table4 lists 

comparison of partial prediction results and user's true score. 

Table 4. The Recommended Results of the Predictive Score and the True 

Score 

Hotel_ID User True score K=5 K=7 K=10 

618542 Blaize 5 4 4.5 4.5 

circuit 5 5 5 5 

74806 Boeing  4  4 4 3.5 

Blaize  4 4 4 3.5 

Scott 3 4 4 4 

256659 Harvsman 4 3.5 3.5 3.5 

Boeing 4 4 4 4 

81444 Amy 4 4.5 4.5 4.5 

 

It can be seen from the table4, when k=5, the average accuracy of the predictive score is the higher. 

From Table 5, we see when k=5, the method gets the best result. That is because in 

practical data, over big user group and commodity can inevitably lead to the problem of 

data sparsity. Only the users with highest similar interest are chosen, it has the ideal 

prediction result. Therefore, when data is sparse, the threshold for choosing the nearest 

neighbor should not be set too high.   

Table 5. MAE in Different K Values 

Nearest neighbor K 5 7 10 

MAE 0.55 0.56 0.58 

 

4.2.3 Online recommendation based on multi objective decision making. 

1 Multi objective recomme nded review data 

 The data used in this paper is a review of the online mobile phone, data from the 

http://www.it168.com website. It is China's largest individual and enterprise IT products 

to buy, interactive web site, the data is relatively objective, comments are more 

professional 

We downloaded from the site to download the 4 equivalent price of mobile phone 

reviews. Such as Nokia-N96, Nokia-N97, Nokia-C6, XT702 MOTO. For each cell phone, 

we randomly selected 100 comments. 

The experimental selection of such data is motivated by the following considerations: 

(1). The 4 phones have a large number of online reviews. 

(2). The 4 phones are at the same price, but also has a consistent configuration. 

(3).The average score of these 4 phones are similar, it is difficult for potential 

consumers to make a purchase decision. 

2 Multi objective recommended experimental results 

Table 6 lists 6 frequent features extracted from the mobile phone data, the second 

column lists the original frequencies that appear in online reviews. The third column lists 

the approximate words of these features, in a very common phenomenon in Chinese 

synonyms. We have screened out with the characteristics of synonyms together with the 

first column. The final column lists the final frequency of the commodity characteristics. 
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Table 6. Frequent Features of Mobile Phones 

Features Original frequency Homoionym Final total frequency 

keyboard 150 Key 

key 

Button 

218 

Battery 207  208 

screen 117 Shell 

 

178 

Effect 83 Sound effects / sound 

effects, sound quality / 

tone / volume 

 

166 

function 138  137 

Price 112 Price, 

value 

 

128 

Appearance 80 Style, 

appearance 

Modelling 

Color 

115 

Memory 96  96 

system 93  93 

Software 89  89 

Displayer 74  74 

Speed 71  71 

Design 68  68 

Photograph 39  66 

video 63  63 

Camera 62  62 

 

Table 7 lists the fuzzy decision matrix and feature weights in this experiment, which 

indicates the importance of the user's attention to the product characteristics in the 

comments, as the input data of PROMETHEE Fuzzy. Table 4 is listed as 7 models of the 

phone's fuzzy positive output flow, fuzzy negative output flow, net output stream. By 

calculating the expected value of the net output stream, it is easy to get the ranking results 

of the goods. MOTO-XT702＞Nokia-N97＞Nokia-N96＞Nokia-C6。 

Table 7. Fuzzy Decision Matrix and Feature Weight 

Features Weight Fuzzy decision matrix 

Nokia-N97 Nokia-N96 Nokia-C6 MOTO XT702 

keyboard 0.119 (0.311,0.501,0.682 ) (0.191,0.379,0.575) (0.292,0.486,0.682) (0.194,0.379,0.575) 

Battery 0.113 (0.124,0.310,0.509)  (0.094,0.258,0.458)  (0.137,0.318,0.518)  (0.178,0.371,0.570) 

screen 0.098 (0.385,0.583,0.766)  (0.304,0.5,0.695)   (0.284,0.483,0.679)  (0.439,0.639,0.813) 

Effect 0.091 (0.295,0.488,0.683)  (0.407,0.605,0.793)  (0.262,0.444,0.635)  (0.504,0.704,0.864) 

function 0.075 (0.361,0.558,0.751)  (0.388,0.587,0.777)  (0.359,0.559,0.749)  (0.394,0.593,0.783) 

Price 0.07 (0.133,0.311,0.510)  (0.133,0.314,0.514)  (0.212,0.401,0.601)  (0.229,0.422,0.619) 

Appearance 0.63 (0.460,0.660,0.828)) (0.334,0.530,0.719)  (0.352,0.550,0.745)  (0.458,0.658,0.846) 

Memory 0.052 (0.369,0.561,0.746)  (0.482,0.682,0.869)  (0.198,0.384,0.584)  )(0.140,0.340,0.540) 
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system 0.051 (0.409,0.609,0.793)  (0.273,0.465,0.657)  (0.317,0.515,0.714)  (0.388,0.588,0.775) 

Software 0.049 (0.207,0.396,0.591)  (0.403,0.603,0.800)  (0.302,0.500,0.692)  (0.331,0.531,0.724) 

Displayer 0.04 (0.289,0.485,0.677)  (0.253,0.447,0.647)  (0.231,0.417,0.616)  (0.445,0.645,0.82)  

Speed 0.039 (0.324,0.512,0.698)  (0.373,0.568,0.758)  (0.38,0.58,0.76)    (0.547,0.747,0.913) 

Design 0.037 (0.364,0.558,0.754)  (0.303,0.498,0.688)) (0.293,0.487,0.685)  (0.308,0.508,0.704) 

Photograph 0.036 (0.312,0.512,0.799)   (0.3,0.5,0.695)   (0.338,0.533,0.725)  (0.203,0.386,0.586) 

video 0.034 (0.305,0.505,0.7)    (0.462,0.662,0.846)  (0.154,0.328,0.522)   (0.348,0.548,0.744) 

Camera 0.034 (0.31,0.509,0.709)   (0.315,0.515,0.703)  (0.338,0.538,0.728)   (0.189,0.389,0.584) 

 

The method proposed in this paper has a practical effect on the online reviews of the 

users. From the experiments, we see that the final sorting results are consistent with the 

average ranking of mobile phones on the IT168 website. 

Moreover, the fuzzy decision matrix of PROMETHEE fuzzy calculation, and the 

index weight can also provide the key commodity feature recognition, which can provide 

the depth information of the merchandise. 

For example, the four mobile phone top-5 hot features are: "keyboard", "battery", 

"display", "effect", "function" ". 

That is to say, the user is most concerned about the mobile phone feature is the 5 

characteristics. And then we can also come to colleagues, MOTO-XT702 in the battery, 

sound, screen, appearance of these features are significantly better than the other three 

phones. 

 

5. Conclusion 

This paper presented a personalized recommendation model based on online review. 

Using real data, 2 kinds of empirical tests are carried out. Based on the opinion mining for 

personalized recommendation, the experimental results show that the proposed model can 

effectively predict the user's expectations, and can achieve good results. The results of the 

experiments are consistent with the real product ranking and description, and it also 

proves the effectiveness of multi objective decision making in opinion mining. 
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